Tomb 38 - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 39

A) GENERAL

DATE: 13/6/2001 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 282°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Located on a steep slope NE of the E Baths, a very large tree located meters N of the Tomb hangs over it. This tomb has an excellent location, the entire area beneath this tomb can be viewed, the water can be seen, and the isthmus area also.
11m and 236° to T38.
9m and 183° to T83.
7m and 100° to T70.

Photo of Tomb 39, looking NE. L. Vann 5/06/97.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good. 20% erosion. This tomb is very large with its 4 stepped base and imposing because of its height and position upon the hill. It is completely intact, entirely visible and assessible. The Lid, Box and Base are all located in their original position and in their original orientation. There is a small semicircular hole on the lip of the NW end. Inscribed on the SW face.

B) LID

SHAPE: Pointed Arch
SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes
AKROTERIA: No
MORTAR: Yes

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. 30% erosion. Very large crack and deep crack in the lid on the NE flank of the lid.

INCISED: No
RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, square and semi circular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES: All in good condition. ones on SW flank are quite large.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:
C) BOX

GENERAL CONDITION:

Present

Good. 40% erosion. Small amounts of orange/rust coloured discolouration due to unusual weathering on the box. Small semi circular hole NW end. Barely legible inscription on SW face.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: SW
DESCRIBE: Incised with lettering.

INSCRIBED: Yes
FACES: SW

IN PANEL: No
OUTSIDE PANEL: No

NO. OF LINES: 8
% LEGIBLE: 5%

RELIEF: No

PANEL: No

TABULA ANSATA: No

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 20 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE

GENERAL CONDITION:

Present

Good. Very large four stepped base. SE end obstructed by trees and wall.
ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes  NO: 4

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

A truly huge base, 3 steps of ashlar blocks on a base platform of bedrock reaching a height of 2m. Opening in the S end of the NE flank.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED:

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 9:32-34 13/06/01.
Tomb 39 - looking N.

Tomb 39 - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 40

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/6/01 and 21/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & JH IS KS AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 261°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Located on a slope, can view water from here, there is a great deal of large rocks and rubble scattered on the ground in this area from a wall to the N that appears to have collapsed. Stone wall connects with the NW cnr of the tomb 14.5m and 232° from NW cnr to T37. 8m and 4° from NW cnr to lid of T83. 13m and 62° from NW cnr to T68. Two low walls are found nearby, one wall located to S is 0.73m wide, the wall N of the Box is 0.52m wide.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good. A completely intact tomb in its original position and configuration. The surface is badly eroded and weathered 30%, a small semicircular break at the top of the W end of the S flank. The S face has been oddly weathered and has an orange/rust coloured hue.

B) LID

SHAPE: Pointed arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes
GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. 20% erosion, surface weathered but in one piece, undamaged and in original orientation upon the box.

INCISED:
No

RELIEF:
No

BOSSES:
Yes

CARVED FIGURES:
No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES:
6, semi-ovoid.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:
Fair. E end boss badly weathered and chipped.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX
Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. 20% erosion. N face is largely buried in ground. Large orange coloured patch on S face. S face small break in hole at lip of W end of the S flank.

INCISED:
No

INSCRIBED:
No

RELIEF:
No

PANEL:
No

TABULA ANSATA:
No

PILLOWS:
Yes

WALL THICKNESS:
18 cms

PILASTERS:
No
SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE
Not Visible, buried beneath box.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED
Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY:  JH 10:11-12  13/06/01.

Tomb 40 - looking N.
Tomb 40 - looking W.
TOMB NUMBER 41

A) GENERAL

DATE: 15/6/01 and 19/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH KS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 238°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

5m and 60° to T42.
11m and 100° to T43.
6m and 220° to small stone mortared wall.
Directly N of E Baths.
Completely obscured when approaching from the N due to vegetation. Best way to find it is from the SW moving NE.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good. N and E faces are completely obstructed by trees and bushes. 30% erosion.
Complete tomb, with lid, box and base all intact and in their original location.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Pointed arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. Intact and in original position on the box. 20% erosion.
INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, Square.

**GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:**

Good. 20% erosion. N flank obstructed by trees. The one on the W end is quite eroded and is situated horizontally off centre.

**SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:**

**C) BOX**

Present

**GENERAL CONDITION:**

Good. 20% erosion. N and E side obstructed by trees. In original position. Panel and inscription on S flank.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE: Incised with lettering.

INSCRIBED: Yes
FACES: S

IN PANEL: Yes
OUTSIDE PANEL: No

NO. OF LINES: 12
% LEGIBLE: 0%

RELIEF: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE: Panel and ansata

PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Square

TABULA ANSATA: Yes
SHAPE: Sigma

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 17 cms

PILASTERS: Yes

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

Pilasters are present on all sides, they start 10 cm down from top of box. Bottoms of pilasters are not clearly defined.

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. 30% erosion.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes NO: 2

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Not Visible - buried

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible - buried

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

SW end visible only, one step of ashlar blocks on a bedrock platform so that 2 steps are formed.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.
F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 11:6-8 13/06/01.

Tomb 41 - looking N.
Tomb 41 - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 42

A) GENERAL

DATE: 15/06/01 and 19/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH JS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 220°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Directly N of the E Baths, above a flat clearing clearing, small to medium rubble around the area. Can not see the water from this tomb.
5m and 232° to T41
6m and 132° to T43
14m and 42° to shepherds wall.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good. Lid, box and base are complete intact and still in original alignment. Tomb is badly eroded, its surface is very rough and deeply pock marked. Tomb appears to be roughly hewn due to its deeply weathered surface. The break in hole is on the N face of box, and has not significantly damaged the tomb. The tomb has a panel and inscription on the S face. The box's sides taper outwards at the base.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Semi-Circular.

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes, on lid. Mortar repair under NE boss on lid.
**GENERAL CONDITION:**

Good, 30% erosion, deeply pockmarked and weathered. In one piece and in situ on box.

**INCISED:** No

**RELIEF:** No

**BOSSES:** Yes
**CARVED FIGURES:** No
**NO. PRESENT/TYPES:** 6, semi circular and square.

**GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:**

Good, 20% erosion.

**SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:**

**C) BOX**

Present

**GENERAL CONDITION:**

Good, 30% erosion, hole at top of N flank. Box tapers outwards at the base, so that the walls of the box are slanted. Inscribed within a panel on the S flank.

**INCISED:** Yes
**FACES:** S
**DESCRIBE:** A circular area around the panel has been incised so that the panel is in relief.

**INSCRIBED:** Yes
**FACES:** S

**IN PANEL:** Yes
**OUTSIDE PANEL:** Yes

**NO. OF LINES:** 12 inside panel, 2 outside panel.
**% LEGIBLE:** 50

**RELIEF:** Yes
**FACES:** S
**DESCRIBE:** Panel and ansata done in relief
PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Square

TABULA ANSATA: Yes
SHAPE: Sigma

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 16 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 60 % erosion, no base visible on N side. Box elevated by two large ashlar blocks on either end of the tomb which are placed upon a bedrock base. The S faces blocks appear to be missing. N flank of the base in the ground.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes NO: 2

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes, only because blocks have been removed, does not appear to be intentional

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Box sits on 2 large ashlar blocks on E and W ends. Bedrock underneath this step.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:
E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation. Mortar repair may indicate that this tomb was repaired so that it could be reused. The second inscription outside the panel also indicated reuse. The presence of mortar means the tomb was definitely in use during the Roman period.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 11:5-6 13/06/01.

Tomb 42 - looking WSW.
Tomb 42 - looking NW.
TOMB NUMBER 43

A) GENERAL

DATE: 15/06/01 AND 19/06/01

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH JS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 330'

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

In clearing N of E Baths. W of shepherd's stone wall, can see N wall of E baths from tomb.
11m and 280' from SW cnr to T41.
6m and 308' from SW cnr to T42.
2m and 120' from SW cnr to T44.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair, the tomb is pockmarked with erosion but has no breaks. Lid is separated from box, it lies adjacent to the box, upsidedown and mostly buried. Box is in fair condition and appears to be in its original location upon the base. Most of base is buried, only visible at S end.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Semicircular

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Not Visible

AKROTERIA: Not Visible

MORTAR: Not Visible
GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, exists in two large fragments. One piece is broken and buried in ground 2m SW and parallel to the box. The other piece is only meters to the E of the tomb, and completely obstructed by overgrown bushes.

INCISED: Not Visible

RELIEF: Not Visible

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: Not Visible

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: Only two area visible, both Square.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES: Fair, they are quite large and eroded.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Excellent, 10% erosion, E face obstructed by trees. An inscription is found on the W flank.

INCISED: Yes

FACES: W

DESCRIBE: Incised with lettering. Also an incised L shape around the base of the inscription that may be all that remains of an incised panel.

INSCRIBED: Yes

FACES: W

IN PANEL: Yes

OUTSIDE PANEL: Not Visible

NO. OF LINES: 11

% LEGIBLE: 70%

RELIEF: Yes

FACES: W
DESCRIBE: Moulding carved in relief is evident on the base of this flank.

PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Square

TABULA ANSATA: No

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 22 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
N and E faces obscured by trees and large rocks, not enough is visible to assess.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: No

STEPS: Not Visible

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Not Visible

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:
Bedrock visible S end, rest is buried.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED:
Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 10: 29-31 13/06/01.

Tomb 43 - looking E

Tomb 43 lid - looking S.
Tomb 43 - looking N.
TOMB NUMBER 44

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/6/01 and 19/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH SD & JH JS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 316°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Next to modern shepherds wall. At edge of flat clearing. Rubble surrounds the area. Obstructed by a large tree on the N end.
23.1m and 138° from SW to stone archway at E of E Baths.
3.8m and 104° from SW cnr to T45.
10.6m and 304° from NW cnr to T42.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good. 30% erosion. Box, lid and base with visible crypt, all completely intact and in original position. Inscription and panel on W face of box, and small semi circular break at top of box on N end.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Pointed arch.

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes, between the box and lid and the box and base.

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. 30% erosion and weathering to the surface. Completely intact and in perfect alignment with the box.
INCISED: No
RELIEF: No
BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, square and semi circular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES: Fair.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. W flank has an inscription and panel. Small semi circular hole in at top of the box on the N end.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: W
DESCRIBE: Incised with lettering.

INSCRIBED: Yes
FACES: W

IN PANEL: Yes
OUTSIDE PANEL: No

NO. OF LINES: 13
% LEGIBLE: 1%

RELIEF: Yes
FACES: W
DESCRIBE: Panel and ansata are carved in relief.

PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Rectangular

TABULA ANSATA: Yes
SHAPE: Sigma
PILLOWS: No

WALL THICKNESS: 23 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

The box is unusual in that it is rhombus shaped, it may have been intended this way, or it may have been badly hewn.

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. Large ashlar blocks visible with an opening that allows one to view the crypt beneath.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes NO: 2

BEDROCK: Not Visible

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Ashlar blocks arranged in a 2 steps with a crypt.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.
F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY:  JH  10: 32-34  13/06/01.

Tomb 44 - looking N.
Tomb 44 - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 45

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/06/01 and 19/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: SD KH AD & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 326°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Found in flat clearing N of the E Baths, water visible from here. W of dry stone wall. Another short wall joins up to the S end of this tomb. 14.2m and 85° to of T46. 30.3 m and 178° to rear wall of barrel vaulted room of E Baths. 30.2m and 190° to T77.

Tomb 45, looking NNW. L.Vann. 11/06/98.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Lid, box and an ashlar base with crypt in good condition. 50% erosion, surface shows signs of weathering. Tomb is completely intact and in its original position. Unusual feature of bevelled edges carved in relief at the base of the box. Tomb is completely obstructed by a large tree growing by the tomb’s W flank. Break in hole and inscribed panel on the W flank.

B) LID

SHAPE:
Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE:
Yes

AKROTERIA:
No

MORTAR:
Yes, between box and lid.

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, 30% erosion. Square cut ridge heavily eroded in the centre. Spotty white discolouration on the top of the lid probably caused by interrupted erosion patterns from the large tree that overhangs this tomb.

INCISED:
No

RELIEF:
No

BOSSES:
Yes

CARVED FIGURES:
No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES:
6, Square and semicircular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Boss at S end of E flank is badly eroded, all others in good condition.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

Boss on S end appears unusually large in comparison with other bosses on same tomb.
C) BOX

PRESENT

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, surface is marked with erosion. Small break hole on top of the box's W flank. Base of box has relief moulding on S and E sides. Rust coloured discolouration on the S end of the box due to interrupted erosion patterns caused by the very large boss on the S end of the lid.

INCISED:

Yes

FACES:

W

DESCRIBE:

Ligatures are all that remains of letters that were incised into the surface.

INSCRIBED:

Yes

FACES:

W

IN PANEL:

Yes

OUTSIDE PANEL:

No

NO. OF LINES:

undiscernable

% LEGIBLE:

1%

RELIEF:

Yes

FACES:

W, S and E

DESCRIBE:

Panel carved in relief on W flank. Relief moulding at base of box on S and E sides.

PANEL:

No

TABULA ANSATA:

Yes

SHAPE:

indiscernable due to erosion

PILLOWS:

Yes

WALL THICKNESS:

14 cms

PILASTERS:

No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

Base moulding unusual.
D) BASE

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, 1 raised step of ashlar blocks, most which is buried in rubble. A worked opening to the crypt beneath on the S end.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes  NO: 1

BEDROCK: Not Visible

HOLLOW CAVEITY BELOW BOX: Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

1 step of ashlar blocks visible, a opening in the S end allows one to view crypt beneath. The top step has almost the same dimensions as the box.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 10: 35, 11: 1 13/06/01.
Tomb 45 - looking N.

Tomb 45 - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 46

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/6/01 and 24/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH SD & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 314°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

On flat area N of the E Baths, water visible from here. Tree obscuring S side and some of E flank. Light rubble surrounding area. 12.1m and 170‘ from NW cnr to T48. 19.5m and 156‘ from NW cnr to T50. 12.2m and 260‘ from NW cnr to T45. Modern shepherd wall approximately 8m to W.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Lid, box and an ashlar base with crypt in good condition. 30 % erosion, surface shows signs of weathering. Tomb is completely intact and in its original position, large triangular break in top of box towards S end of W flank.

B) LID

SHAPE: Pointed Arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes, between lid and box.
GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. Very little erosion. Some of minor cracks in surface. E flank appears to be more eroded than the W flank.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: Six. Square.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Ends are good. W flank, one boss, good, the other is badly chipped. Both on E flank very badly eroded.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. Large triangular break in W flank. The N end of the W flank is inscribed.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: W
DESCRIBE: Incised with lettering.

INSCRIBED: No
FACES: W

IN PANEL: No
OUTSIDE PANEL: No

NO. OF LINES: Not Visible
% LEGIBLE: 1 % legible, little of it remains.

RELIEF: No
PANEL: No
TABULA ANSATA: No

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 19 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. In original alignment, 30% erosion Most of second step is buried or covered in rubble. Only visible on W flank.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes NO: 2

BEDROCK: Not Visible

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Ashlar blocks arranged to create two steps, a cavity has been created beneath the tomb.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

A Small worked opening in the base on the N end allows one to see into the crypt.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northings and elevation.
F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 5: 19-20  7/06/01.

Tomb 46 - looking S.
Tomb 46 - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 47

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/06/01 and 24/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD SD KH & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 252°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Adjacent to a modern wall most likely constructed by local goat herders, wall runs N to S, and is below 1m in height, constructed from rubble.
On flat area immediately N of the E Baths, water visible from here.
To T48 2.4m and 88°.
To T49 9.1m and 85°.
To T46 11.8m and 4°.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor. Lid, box and base are completely separated. The lid and box are now part of a modern wall constructed by local shepherds. Lid is partly buried in rubble and soil and is also obstructed by a tree, only half of it is assessable. Only one side of the box remains, all the other sides have been broken away most likely to be used as a building material for the adjacent wall. The box is badly damaged and cracked. The base is present but is not complete, two very large ashlar blocks are present.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Pointed Arch

AKROTERIA: Yes

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:

Lid is on side, and forms part of a modern wall. In poor condition, 30% erosion.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
PRESENT/TYPES: 1 present, semi-circular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES: Poor, 60% eroded.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX

GENERAL CONDITION:

Present

Very Poor. The N, E, S sides have been broken away and only the W face remains, forming part of a stone wall. Bottom of box is visible but partially buried.

INCISED: Not Visible

INSCRIBED: Not Visible

RELIEF: Not Visible

PANEL: Not Visible

PILLOWS: Not Visible

WALL THICKNESS: NA cms

PILASTERS: Not Visible

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:
D) BASE

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, two large ashlar blocks that are falling askew of their original position, both are separate from box and lid. Very difficult to assess, little of it remains and what does is not in its original location.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Not Visible

BEDROCK: Not Visible

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Not Visible

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Appears to have been made up of ashlar blocks possibly forming a crypt.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED:

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 14: 8-11 15/6 13/06/01.
Tomb 47 lid - looking W.

Tomb 47 box - looking W.
TOMB NUMBER 48

A) GENERAL

DATE: 19/06/01 and 24/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: KH SD AD & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 336°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Adjacent to a modern wall most likely constructed by local goat herders, wall runs N to S, and is below 1m in height, constructed from rubble.

On flat area immediately N of the E Baths, water visible from here.

6.7m and 85° from NE cnr to T49.

9.95 m and 108° from NE to T51.

10.6m and 96° from NE to NW T52.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good, very little of the tomb is visible, the W flank and S end are almost completely obscured by the stone wall and overgrown vegetation. What is visible is in good condition. Semicircular break in top of N end of box. Bottom of box and most of base are almost completely buried.

B) LID

SHAPE: Pointed Arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes, between box and base.
GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. Very little of it is actually visible, little can be stated as a result, the NE cnr slightly damaged at the base of the lid, 30% erosion due to weathering.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: Yes
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, 5 are semi circular, and one is carved into the shape of a womans head.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Fair, not a great deal of erosion on semicircular ones, the carved womans head is very badly eroded, this boss is on the N end of the W flank as is very difficult to view.

Carved boss on N end of W flank, and a diagram of its shape. JH 06/00.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

Carved bosses are an unusual feature.
**C) BOX**

**GENERAL CONDITION:**

Good, large semicircular hole in top of N end, all other sides appear to be intact, 30% erosion. W flank which is largely obscured by bushes and the shepherd's wall, the very top of a inscribed panel is visible.

| INCISED: | Yes |
| DESCRIPT: | Incised with lettering. |
| FACES: | W |
| INSCRIBED: | Yes |
| FACES: | W |
| IN PANEL: | Yes |
| OUTSIDE PANEL: | Not Visible |

| NO. OF LINES: | Can't assess, not clearly visible, obstructed by bush. |
| % LEGIBLE: | Can't assess, not clearly visible, obstructed by bush. |

| RELIEF: | Yes |
| DESCRIPT: | Panel done in relief. |
| FACES: | W |
| PANEL: | Yes |
| SHAPE: | Square |

| TABULA ANSATA: | Yes |
| SHAPE: | Sigma |
| PILLOWS: | Yes |

**WALL THICKNESS:** 20 cms

**PILASTERS:** No

**SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:**
D) BASE  Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, only about 5% visible. Unable to determine construction due to the fact it is largely buried beneath soil and plant debris.

ASHLAR BLOCKS:  Not Visible

STEPS:  Not Visible

BEDROCK:  Not Visible

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX:  Not Visible

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE:  Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:  Unable to describe construction, not visible at all.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY:  JH 5: 16-18 7/06/01.
Tomb 48 - looking S.

Tomb 48 - looking W.
TOMB NUMBER 49

A) GENERAL

DATE: 4/6/01 and 24/06/01

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH SD & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 217°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is part of a group in very close proximity to one another only metres N of the shore group and immediately NE of the E baths. The view of shore is obscured by bushes, small rubble litters the ground and surrounds the immediate area.

4m and 140° to T52.
5.8m and 76° to T51.
6.7m and 266° to T48.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Very Poor. Tomb is basically just a 2 stepped base of worked ashlar blocks with a pile of rubble on top. Unable to tell if rubble was once part of the box or lid. 30% erosion.

B) LID Not Present

C) BOX Not Present

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. Blocks have fallen inwards into the cavity beneath the box, the blocks are knocked out of alignment, but do not seem to be badly eroded.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes
**STEPS:**

Yes  NO: 2

**BEDROCK:**

Not Visible

**HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX:**

Yes

**PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE:**

Yes

**DESCRIBE/RECORD MEASUREMENTS:**

SW cnr 13.5cm diameter, full of rubble can not measure depth.
SE cnr 12cm diameter, 7cm and incomplete depth measurement also rubble inside.

**DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:**

Ashlar blocks built into a platform to make a two stepped base.

**SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:**

It has tumbled inswards. Appears as though earthquake may have caused blocks to fall into hollow cavity.

**E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED**

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northings and elevation.

**F) PHOTO DATA**

**PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY:**

JH 5: 14-15 7/06/01.
Tomb 49 looking N.

Tomb 49 - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 50

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 and 19/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH LC & JH RM RW

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 216°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is part of a group in very close proximity to one another only metres N of the shore group and immediately NE of the E baths. The view of shore is obscured by bushes, small rubble litters the ground and surrounds the immediate area. A short collapsing wall runs alongside the tombs W end and leads towards the E Baths. 2.3m and 40° to T51. 7m and 360° to T49. 9.2m and 320° to T48.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. Lid is quite eroded, the entire surface of the tomb is rough due to weathering. Box has a panel and inscription and a small hole in the S flank. Lid has an unusual feature of a pediment carved in relief on the flanks. Base is not visible as it is buried beneath.

B) LID

SHAPE: Rectangular

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: No

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair. The lid is moved from its original position and sits on the box at an angle. Quite eroded but not missing any pieces.

**INCISED:** Yes

**FACES:** All

**DESCRIBE:** A deep moulding has been incised into the very base of the lid and runs the entire way around the lid.

**RELIEF:** All

**DESCRIBE:** A pediment has been carved in relief on the flanks, ends have a small moulded panel carved in relief that runs horizontally along the base of the lid.

**BOSSES:** Yes

**CARVED FIGURES:** No

**NO. PRESENT/TYPES:** 2, one on each end, appear to be square.

**GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:**

Poor, very eroded, barely able to discern.

**SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:**

Rectangular lid with unusual relief features.

**C) BOX**

Present

**GENERAL CONDITION:**

Good. Small hole in S flank. Surface is very eroded and rough.

**INCISED:** Yes

**FACES:** S

**DESCRIBE:** Incised with lettering.

**INSCRIBED:** Yes

**FACES:** S

**IN PANEL:** Yes

**OUTSIDE PANEL:** No

**NO. OF LINES:** 11
% LEGIBLE: 90%

RELIEF: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE: Rectangular panel and ansata has been carved in relief. Pilasters carved in relief also.

PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Rectangular

TABULA ANSATA: Yes
SHAPE: Sigma

PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 14cms

PILASTERS: Yes, pilasters are carved in relief on all sides.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

Dr W. Leadbetter found this tomb's inscription mentioned Sarpedon. This is an interesting find as Sarpedon was a Lycian warrior in Homer's *Iliad* who fought on the side of the Trojans in the Trojan War.

D) BASE Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northing and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 12: 0-2 14/06/01.
Tomb 50 - looking N.

Tomb 50 - looking W.
A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/6/01 and 19/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: KII AD SD & JH KS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 234°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is part of a group in very close proximity to one another only metres N of the shore group and immediately NE of the E baths. The view of shore is obscured by bushes, small rubble litters the ground and surrounds the immediate area.

2.4m and 226° to T50.
9.6m and 300° to T48.
3.1m and 4° to T52.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor. What is present is in good condition, yet the entire W end of the tomb from approximately half its length is missing. This may well be why the area is surrounded in rubble. This damage has broken away part of an inscribed panel on the S face. 40% erosion of the surface though weathering.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Pointed arch

AKROTERIA: Yes

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:

The section that is present is in good condition. Due to missing section only 70-80% of lid is still assessable. Lid appears to be slightly shifted from its original position upon the box.

INCISED:  No

RELIEF:  No

BOSSES:  Yes
CARVED FIGURES:  Yes
NO. PRESENT/TYPES:  3, semi circular, and the E boss that remains on the S facing flank has been carved to form a male torso.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

The torso boss is slightly damaged and eroded, the others are good.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

Lid thickness is not uniform, and is remarkably thick in some places. Carved bosses are an unusual feature.
**C) BOX**

**Present**

**GENERAL CONDITION:**

Good, large amount of the W end is missing however. On the S flank the panel containing an inscription is broken on the top left hand corner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCISED:</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FACES:</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIBE:</td>
<td>Incised with lettering.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSCRIBED:</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FACES:</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN PANEL:</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OUTSIDE PANEL:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO. OF LINES:</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% LEGIBLE:</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELIEF:**

Yes, panel and ansata carved in relief. Also evidence of moulding on the very base of the box, visible on the S and E sides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PANEL SHAPE:</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TABULA ANSATA:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAPE:</td>
<td>Sigma ansata with a small circular design incised within that.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PILLOWS:</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WALL THICKNESS:</td>
<td>18 cms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PILASTERS:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:**
D) BASE

GENERAL CONDITION:
Can't assess properly, 95% underground.

ASHLAR BLOCKS:        Yes

STEPS:                 Not Visible

BEDROCK:               Not Visible

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX:  Not Visible

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE:  Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:
Large ashlar blocks placed in a platform formation.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED:

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY:  JH 5:8-10 7/06/01.
Tomb 51 - looking NW.

Tomb 51 - looking SW.
TOMB NUMBER 52

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/06/01 and 19/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: SD KH AD & JH GW RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 312'

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is part of a group in very close proximity to one another only metres N of the shore group and immediately NE of the E baths. The view of shore is obscured by bushes, small rubble litters the ground and surrounds the immediate area. 2.65m and 232° to T51, 12.4 m and 281° to T48, 4.2m and 292° to T49.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor, 40% erosion of the surface. Lid has a large crack, and hole in the W face, box has a large hole in the W face that has damaged a panel and inscription. Part of box and all of the base are buried, any box is full of rubble.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, a large crack runs from the base of the E flank the entire way to the base of the W flank. There is also a large break in the W flank. NW cnr of lid is broken. Lid also appears to be shifted slightly from its original position of the box.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: Yes

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, 4 semi-circular, 2 on the W flank are in shape of cows heads.

One of the cows head bosses on the W flank. JH 7/06/01.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Poor, bosses on E flank and S end very eroded, Cows heads bosses on the W flank in fair condition, boss on N end in very good condition.
SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX  

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, large hole in W flank, removing most of the inscribed panel, other sides in fair condition.

INCISED:  Yes
FACES:  W
DESCRIBE:  Incised with lettering.

INSCRIBED:  Yes
FACES:  W

IN PANEL:  Yes
OUTSIDE PANEL:  No

NO. OF LINES:  9 visible
% LEGIBLE:  45%

RELIEF:  Yes
FACES:  W
DESCRIBE:  A square panel with sigma ansata, and a small circular design incised within that.

PANEL:  Yes
SHAPE:  Square.

TABULA ANSATA:  Yes
SHAPE:  Sigma ansata with a small circular design incised within that.

PILLOWS:  Yes
WALL THICKNESS:  18 cms

PILASTERS:  No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:
D) BASE  Not Visible

GENERAL CONDITION:

Most likely to be buried in the ground beneath the box, evidence of it cannot be seen at all.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED:

Both bosses on W flank are carved in the shape of Cow's heads. Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY:  JH 5:11-13  7/06/01.  

Tomb 52 - looking E.
Tomb 52 - looking S.
TOMB NUMBER 53
Numbered on site as 96

A) GENERAL INFORMATION

DATE: 15/6/01 New find for 2001 season.

RECORDING TEAM: KH, JH

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 0'

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:
7.4m and 8' from SE corner to SW corner of T81.
9.6m and 144' from SE corner to SE corner of T63.
Approximately 40m W of Tas Pinar residence.
Built into a sea wall along shore, obscured by brush. Between the two modern breakwaters.
Not visible unless standing on shoreline or in water, from any other direction it looks like a very large rock, very easy to miss.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Very Poor. Only one quarter of the lid is present, which is barely visible. No nearby box or base can be associated with it.

B) LID

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Very Poor. Only about one quarter present. What is present is very badly eroded.

SHAPE: Pointed Arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes
AKROTERIA: No
MORTAR: Not Visible
INCISED: No
RELIEF: No
BOSSES: Yes
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: Only one visible on SE side. Semi-ovoid.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES: Fair. Can see shape but is eroded.
SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Not Present.

D) BASE Not Present.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED:

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 12: 21-23 15/06/01.
TOMB NUMBER 54

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 and 20/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: LC KH AD & JH IS AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: On Land

LATITUDE: 221°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is part of a cluster of tombs in close proximity to one another on the shoreline immediately E of the E Baths area. Tomb can be seen from the shore and vice versa. Area surrounded by low bushes. 7.4m and 196° to Ne corner of T58. 11m and 242° to Apse of E Baths. 3.8m and 190° to SE corner of T78.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. Approximately 40% eroded, surface shows signs of weathering. Lid slightly askew of box, box half buried in hill, very little of its features are visible or assessible.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Pointed arch.

AKROTERIA: Yes

MORTAR: No

Not Visible
GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. Square cut ridge is quite eroded, especially at the ends. Small semicircular break on the N flank, towards the E end of the lid. Difficult to access the W end, obstructed by wall, bushes and another tomb.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, all pointed arches.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Fair. Boss at E end is very badly eroded, looks like it may have been chipped away. All others are in good condition.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. Semicircular hole in E end of N flank where it has been broken into. Difficult to assess as it is 90% buried in dirt.

INCISED: Not Visible

INSCRIBED: Not Visible

RELIEF: Not Visible

PANEL: Not Visible

TABULA ANSATA: Not Visible

PILLOWS: Not Visible

WALL THICKNESS: 17 cms
PILASTERS: Not Visible

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:
Can see into box and get a good view of inside through hole.

D) BASE Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED
Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 13: 12-13 15/06/01.

Tomb 54 - looking S.
Tomb 54 - looking SW.
TOMB NUMBER 55

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 and 20/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH LC & JH AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 338°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is part of a cluster of tombs in close proximity to one another on the shoreline immediately S of the E Baths area. Can see Tas Pinar residence from this tomb. 1.35m and 140° from S end to T54. 2.73m and 238° from S to T78. 6.5m and 192° from S end to T58. Approximately 5m N of waterline. In the ground immediately in front of T54. Area surrounded by low bushes.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. Only the top 30cm of the tombs lid is visible, 90% buried in dirt and light rubble.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present
SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Triangular
AKROTERIA: No
MORTAR: Yes

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. Acroteria completely chipped away at S end and badly damaged at N end. 90% underground, as a result little of it can be properly assessed without excavation.

INCISED: Not Visible
RELIEF: Not Visible
BOSSES: Not Visible

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Not Visible
D) BASE Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

May be associated with nearby boxes or bases T91 or T92. Would be worth excavating to assess properly, may have a box and base beneath it or it may simply belong to one of the nearby boxes.
F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 13: 10-11 15/06/01.

Tombs 55 and 54 - looking NW.

Tomb 55 - looking W.
TOMB NUMBER 56
Numbered on site as 95

A) GENERAL

DATE: 15/6/01 New find for 2001 season.

RECORDING TEAM: JM AD RK

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: In Water

BEARING: 232°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

5.4m and 282° from SE corner to apse of E baths.
7.1m and 76° from SE corner to lid of T57.
16m and 42° from SE corner to T78.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor: 90% erosion. Only lower part of E end of the box and a few blocks of base present. Box is S/W of base. Lid is missing. Box is in the water, nearby base is on higher ground, dry but partially obscured by trees.

B) LID

Not Present

C) BOX

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, 80% erosion. One fifth of box remains. 80% underwater. Obstructed by pebbles and rocks along the shoreline.

INCISED: Not Visible

INSCRIBED: Not Visible
RELIEF: Not Visible

PANEL: Not Visible

TABULA ANSATA: Not Visible

PILLOWS: Not Visible (no rim remains)

WALL THICKNESS: 21 cms

PILASTERS: Not Visible

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. Two thirds missing, 90% erosion. Obstructed by trees and rocks.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Not Visible

BEDROCK: No

HOLLOW CAVITY_BELOW BOX: Not Visible

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Large ashlar blocks on N and E faces. Rest of base missing.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E face has rectangular carved piece could be for crypt.
E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 11: 3-7  14/06/01.

Tomb 56 - looking E.  Tomb 56 - looking W.
Tomb 56 - looking NE.
TOMB NUMBER 57

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 and 20/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH LC & JH AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 235°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is part of a cluster of tombs in close proximity to one another on the shoreline immediately S of the E Baths area. Can see Tas Pinar residence from this tomb. 1m N of waterline. Very light rubble surrounds area. During 2001 season large pile of dead wood blocking W end. 0.47m and 64° from NE cnr to T58. 1m and 178° from SE cnr to T60. 8m and 298° from NE cnr to Aps e of E Baths.

Looking W along shoreline. The E Baths is immediately behind these tombs.
L.Vann 3/06/98.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. This tomb is very large and is one of the few with a rectangular shape. The majority of the NW end, both lid and box has been broken away. The parts that remain are in fair condition. 50% erosion of the surface by wind, water and rain, the surface is rough and weathered. The NW end of the lid that has been removed from the tomb and resides 2m SW of the tomb in the water, this fragment has been badly eroded. The base is buried in shore rock.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

RECTANGULAR

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: No

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. The lids walls are very thick. The large fragment from the NW end has been broken off is located to the SW in the water. The section in the water is very badly eroded. The majority of the lid still resides in its original location perfectly aligned with the box, and is in good condition with around 50% erosion.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: Yes

FACES: All

DESCRIBE: The lid has a large decorative moulding carved in relief around the top of the lid.
Fragment of lid in the water. JH 15/06/01.

**BOSSES:**

Yes

**CARVED FIGURES:**

No

**NO. PRESENT/TYPES:**

2 only. Both Semi-circular located on the ends.

**GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:**

E end is good. The other one belonging to the fragment in the water is quite eroded. The bosses are incredibly large, and deep (25cm).

**SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:**

**C) BOX**

Present

**GENERAL CONDITION:**

Good. NW side has been badly damaged and is missing. Little erosion. W end partly buried in dirt and rubble and obscured by dead branches during the 20001 season.

**INCISED:**

No

**INSCRIBED:**

No

**RELIEF:**

Yes

**FACES:**

N, S, E (can't see W)
**DESCRIBE:**

Moulding carved in relief at the base of the box, much like that on the top of the lid.

**PANEL:**

No

**TABULA ANSATA:**

No

**PILLOWS:**

Yes

**WALL THICKNESS:**

17 cms

**PILASTERS:**

No

**SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:**

D) **BASE**

Not Visible

---

**E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED**

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northings and elevation.

Lid and box appear to be mirror images of each other, both having the same shape and relief moulding. This is the only example of this on site.

**F) PHOTO DATA**

**PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY:** JH 13: 4-7  15/06/01.
Tomb 57 - looking NW.

Tomb 57 - looking W.
TOMB NUMBER 58

A) GENERAL

DATE: 16/6/01 and 20/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH LC & JH AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 242°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is part of a cluster of tombs in close proximity to one another on the shoreline immediately S of the E Baths area. Can see Tas Pinar residence from this tomb. 47m and 240° form SW cnr to N T57. 1.7m and 182° from SE cnr to T59. Box is approximately 3m N of waterline. Lid is on the waterline.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. Box and lid are separate. The top S rim of the box is badly broken and damaged. the N flank is partially buried in dirt. The tomb is surrounded and slightly submerged in shore rubble. The lid is upright but on a slant in the water. 3.8m S of the box, it is completely intact.

B) LID

SHAPE: Semi-circular

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. The lid is the upright, 3.8m S of the box. The lid appears to be intermittently submerged in water due to the rise and fall of the tides. It has watermark lines, and the bottom half is covered in sea moss and silt. The surface is rough and eroded, the square cut ridge on the E end is very eroded, and the N flank is partly buried in rubble.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 4 visible, all semicircular. N flank not visible.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES: Poor. Quite eroded.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. Box N flank largely buried in rubble. Semicircular break in the top centre S flank, the entire rim of the S flank of the box is partly damaged. A very large, very clear inscription has been incised into the surface and stretches almost the full length of S face.

INCISED: Yes

FACES: S

DESCRIBE: Incised with lettering.

INSCRIBED: Yes

FACES: S

IN PANEL: No

OUTSIDE PANEL: No

NO. OF LINES: 5

% LEGIBLE: 60%
RELIEF: Yes
FACES: SW corner
DESCRIBE: Moulding visible on the SW corner of the base.

PANEL: No
TABULA ANSATA: No
PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 18 cms
PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:
The bottom of the box has a raised section almost like a pillow at the E end of the box.

D) BASE Not Visible
Not visible due to rubble.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED
Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

TOMB NUMBER 59

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 and 20/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH LC & AD JH

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 238°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is part of a cluster of tombs in close proximity to one another on the shoreline immediately S of the E Baths area. 3.9m and 269° to SE cnr of T57. 4.07m and 248° to NE cnr of T60. 2.9m and 328° to SE cnr of T58. Surrounded and buried in light rubble. Approximately 0.5m N of the waterline. Can see Tas Pinar residence from this tomb.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor. A base only, a flat platform of large rectangular ashlar blocks, submerged and surrounded in shore rubble. Quite damaged by weathering and breaks, some ashlar blocks that form the platform are missing too. The S flank has been carved to form a bench, with a chair leg carved in relief visible on the W end.

B) LID

Not Present

C) BOX

Not Present

D) BASE

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. Largely buried and very weathered. S side shows significant signs of damage.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes
STEPS: Not Visible

BEDROCK: Not Visible

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Large ashlar blocks form a platform on which the box would sit. Ashlar blocks missing from the centre of the platform on the W end has led to the suggestion that this was intentional to create the cavity, rubble prevents us from observing the cavity beneath this platform of ashlars.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

Mostly buried. Bench on which to sit and a table leg on W end of S flank have been carved in relief.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Might belong with T93 box which is 7m E or with T92 or T91 boxes 5m N.

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 12:35, 13:0-1 15/06/01.
Tomb 59 - looking NE.

Tomb 59 - looking N.
TOMB NUMBER 60

A) GENERAL

DATE: 10/6/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: LC KH AD & AD JH IS

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: In Water

BEARING: 241°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is part of a cluster of tombs in close proximity to one another on the shoreline immediately S of the E Baths area.
1.85m and 68° from NE cnr to SW corner of T59.
1.03m and 342° from NE cnr to SE corner of T57.
3.77m and 3° from NE cnr to SE corner of T58.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. A base only, constructed of a several worked ashlar blocks which form a platform on the shore. Some of the S most blocks of the platform are missing. It is also half submerged in the water by the shore. 50% erosion, bottom area is stained with sea silt and sea moss. Another platform of worked ashlars is visible below the water line supporting the those ones that are visible above it. What remains of the top layer of the base is three large ashlar blocks visible above the waterline, forming an 'L' shaped configuration.

B) LID  Not Present

C) BOX  Not Present

D) BASE  Present
GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. Partially eroded. Some ashlar blocks from the S and E end are missing.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes NO: 2

BEDROCK: Not Visible

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Not Visible

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Ashlar blocks forming 2 or more steps. Most of the blocks appear to be in their original position. They are large, rectangular and square shaped blocks of stone that lie flat in two large platforms forming steps.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

Not enough of the base is present, intact or visible to draw further conclusions.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map. eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 13: 2-3 15/06/01.
Tomb 60 - looking SW.

Tomb 60 - looking NW.
TOMB NUMBER 61

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH LC & AD JH IS

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 304°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

35m and 74° to second breakwater W of Tas Pinar residence.
21.2m and 84° to T62.
13m and 270° from SW corner to T58.

Approximately 1m N of shore. Circled by bushes but not affecting accessibility.

In area between T 62 and the E Baths.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. An entirely intact tomb quite probably in its original location. 70 % erosion, significant signs of wind and water damage on this tomb. The surface is very rough and pockmarked with small cracks and dents, almost looks chiselled. Partially buried in ground and light rubble as a result only the box and lid are visible.

B) LID

SHAPE: Semi Circular

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. The lid sits slightly askew of the box. Damaged on the N end of the lid. The square cut ridge is badly eroded towards the N end. There is a large hole in NE corner. N end is mostly buried in earth and light rubble. Surrounded on N and E side by bushes but does not affect accessability.

INCISED: No
RELIEF: No
BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 4 visible, all pointed arches.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Good. Weathered but not too badly eroded. The bosses on the N end of the flanks are both missing, appar to be chipped away. The boss on the N appears to eb chipped away entirely.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. Has two significant holes at both the N and S ends. S hole is larger and there is a large crack in the wall.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: W
DESCRIBE: Incised with lettering.

INSCRIBED: Yes
FACES: W

IN PANEL: Yes
OUTSIDE PANEL: Yes

NO. OF LINES: 12 (inside) and 3 (outside)
% LEGIBLE: 65%
RELIEF: Yes
FACES: W
DESCRIBE: Panel carved in relief.
PANEL: Yes  SHAPE: Square

TABULA ANSATA: Yes  SHAPE: Sigma

PILLOWS: Yes  WALL THICKNESS: 16 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE  Not Visible

Buried in shore rubble.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 12: 28-29 15/06/01.

Tomb 61 - looking NE.
Tomb 61 - looking NW.
TOMB NUMBER 62

A) GENERAL

DATE: 10/6/2001 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH LC & AD IS

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: In Water

BEARING: 236°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This is a very visible tomb, it is one of the few along the shore that is intact. Located 1.5 m S of the shore in the area between Tas Pinar residence and the East Baths. 23.1 m and 260° from NE cnr to T61. 13 m and 72° from NE cnr to second breakwater W of Tas Pinar residence.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good. This tomb is entirely intact, and appears to be in its original location. It has around 70% erosion, it has been badly eroded by the sea, rain and wind, its surface is rough and pock marked. It is a great example of a pointed arch lid with what we called the 'crusader shield' design. The box is largely submerged and the base is completely submerged.
B) LID

SHAPE: Pointed Arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No - see special features.

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. It is fairly eroded, but intact and in situ. There is a deep hole in the N face of the lid in the center vertically and horizontally. This appears to have been an area of the rock that was weak and has naturally eroded away rather than a break. There is a semi circular break in the middle of the S face probably where ancient robbers gained access to the tomb.

INCISED:

FACES: W/E ends

DESCRIBE: Panels are incised into the surface in a 'Crusader Shield' type design.

RELIEF: No

BOSSES:

CARVED FIGURES: No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, flanks all square, ends appear to be pointed arches

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Fair, quite eroded, particularly on the E end where it also appears to be damages or chipped.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

This tomb is one of the rare few with the 'crusader shield' type design and evidence of the base layer of plaster. A very fine grained plaster is evident in the attic of this lid. It can be found in the small pock marks and indentations in the surface, it is only evident on the E end of the lid.
C) BOX  Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, 3/4 of which is submerged in water, quite eroded. The bottom half of the box is covered in sea silt and moss, and there is a large break on S flank probably the result of an ancient robbery. As a result very little of it is assessible.

INCISED: Not Visible

INSCRIBED: Not Visible

RELIEF: Not Visible

PANEL: Not Visible

PILLOWS: Not Visible

WALL THICKNESS: 21 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:
D) BASE

Not Visible

Submerged in silt and rubble unable to assess or measure.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Perhaps this design of lid with the incised panels was designed that way so that it could be plastered and then perhaps painted.

The fact that this tomb was broken into on the S face in ancient times is another good indication that the water level was significantly lower in ancient times.

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northing and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 12: 24-26 15/06/01.

Tomb 62 - looking S.
Tomb 62 - looking W.
TOMB NUMBER 63

A) GENERAL

DATE: 10/6/2001 and 21/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH LC IS JH AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: In Water

BEARING: 272°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Tomb is 4.5 m S of the shore. On the stretch of shore between the Tas Pinar residence and the E Baths.
11.75m and 350° from NE cnr to T81.
32.2m and 54° from NE cnr to T64.
Approximately 35m and 97° to Tas Pinar residence.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor. Tomb is in the water, quite difficult to get to and assess. Lid 1.5 m S of the box and is completely submerged. The box is clearly visible as it is only partially submerged. The base is visible underneath the box and appears to be a basic bedrock platform. It is very eroded and the box is listing on an angle as a result.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Triangular

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: No

AKROTERIA: Yes

MORTAR: Not Visible
Tomb 63 lid - looking SE. JH 15/06/01.

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. Appears to be intact, but is completely submerged, obstructed by rocks and rubble underneath the surface. The water has badly eroded the surface of the lid, which is encrusted with moss and silt.

INCISED: No
RELIEF: No
BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 3 visible, flank ones square, 1 on E end unrecognisable.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Flank ones are fair, end one is very eroded, poor.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:
C) BOX

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 1/3 of it is below the water line. This area has been badly eroded. Entire tomb has been badly eroded by wind, rain and sea water. The surface is very rough with lots of small cracks. There is a large semicircular break at the top of the N flank.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE: Ligatures are the only remaining evidence of what is now a very eroded and barely visible inscription. A panel is present, a small circular area around the raised frame appears to be slightly incised.

INSCRIBED: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE:

IN PANEL: Yes
OUTSIDE PANEL: No

NO. OF LINES: 12 approx
% LEGIBLE: 5%

RELIEF: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE: Square panel

PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Square

TABULA ANSATA: Yes
SHAPE: Delta

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 18 cms

PILASTERS: No
SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

A large crack in W end of the box appears to have been mortared up. The majority of features of this tomb are located on the S face. Assessing it is very difficult as one ends up waist deep in water on very slippery stones.

D) BASE

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. The base is completely submerged, however the water is clear enough to allow a very basic assessment. The base seems to be natural platform of bedrock that had been levelled to hold the box level. It has been badly eroded and now the box leans on a significant slant.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: No

STEPS: No

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: No

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

A leveled bedrock platform.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 12: 17-20 15/06/01.